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Title of the research 
activity: 

Business Intelligence in the Era of Big Data 

State of the Art: Unconscious social signals complement the conscious language and can be 

studied to understand the intentions, goals and values of employees and 
customers. Honest Signals cannot be measured through time-consuming and 
costly surveys: they are subtle patterns in how we interact with other people 

[1].  
In the last years, computer algorithms have become capable of reading 
emotions from emails and through body sensors, and to recommend 
interventions to team members for better collaboration, which have never been 
possible before. Virtual mirroring of digital communication dynamics makes 
social actors aware of their behavior, beliefs and emotions; improves 
collaboration; and nudges change and work-commitment within organizations 

[2, 3].  
At the same time, research on “Words and Networks” has led to eminent work, 
e.g., on language change, recommender systems, collaborative work, semantic 
computing, and the diffusion and adoption of (mis)information offline and 
online. In addition, the study of social networks has emerged as a major trend 
of research in management science. Methods and tools from these disciplines 

can serve the business in new radical ways. 

 
To face the complexity and unpredictability of today’s business and social 
systems, innovation and rapid adaptation of emerging technologies are a key 
imperative. The advent of machine learning, natural language processing (NLP), 
and artificial intelligence allows humans to collaborate and communicate in new 
ways. While text mining, social network analysis and machine learning have 
evolved into mature yet still quickly advancing fields, work at their intersection 
lags behind in theoretical, empirical, and methodological foundations. 

 

Short description and 
objectives of the 
research activity: 

PhD students are expected to extend the research on the advantages of 
combining social network analysis, machine learning and text mining for 
business intelligence [2, 4]. For example, actions meant to support successful 
interactions with clients and employees’ come from a better understanding of 
the impact that language use has within and across organizations [5]. 

Analogously, text mining can help brand managers identify (virtual) consumer 
tribes [6], or develop customized marketing strategies [7].  

 
Students should explore new applications of social network analysis, to support 
decision-making processes in medium and big enterprises – for example, in the 
fields of innovation management, human resource management, brand 
management, knowledge management and organizational communication [8–

13]. Social network analysis should be complemented with methods and tools 
of other disciplines – such as semantic analysis, big data analysis and machine 
learning. 
 
Students are also encouraged to explore new applications of advanced analytics 
– such as the Semantic Brand Score (SBS),  which uses a methodology for the 
assessment of brand importance that combines text mining and social network 

analysis [14]. Indeed, brand-management tools should provide answers in 
almost real time and take into account the ‘spontaneous’ discourse of brand 



 

stakeholders’. Gaining a deeper understanding of brand importance and textual 

brand associations can change the way executives make decisions and manage 
organizations in the era of big data. 
 
Working on this project requires enthusiasm and competence, a good 
knowledge of English, the ability to work as part of a team, and full-time 
commitment. 
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